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LIGHTING

A wide selection of battery powered lights, fluorescent, HMI/MSR, tungsten, infra red, LED Panel
Lights, LED Spot Lights, LED Tube Lights, as well as chroma key backdrops, stands and

accessories.

DYNO 650C RECTANGULAR
SOFTBOX 4FT
The Dyno Rectangular Softbox expands the
luminous area of the Dyno fixtures, creating a
beautifully soft illumination.
Designed to fit the Dyno Series, the soft
modifier produces a smooth, even quality of
light. The included eggcrate allows you...
Price: £45/day
£135/week

MIXPANEL 150 SOFTBOX AND
GRID
Specially designed for Nanlite MixPanel 150,
the softbox mounts directly onto the fixture
via touch fasteners and softens the output of
the bright LEDs, and also reduces contrast.
Price: £16/day
£48/week

DYNO 650C OCTA SOFTBOX 4FT
The Dyno Octa Softbox creates beautifully soft
illumination.
Designed to fit the Dyno Series, the soft
modifier produces a smooth, even quality of
light. The included egg crate allows you to
narrow the beam angle and control spill/flare.
Price: £45/day
£135/week

FORZA 150B BI-COLOUR LED
Comprehensive, lightweight, bi-colour portable
LED 150W punchy spotlight. With Fresnel,
Barn doors and 55º reflector.
Optional softbox, 19º & 36º Projection
Attachments, and Gobos are all available on
request at an additional cost.
Price: £40/day
£120/week

PAVOTUBE 2 X 10" 6C
PORTABLE LED RGB LIGHTING
TUBES
2 x versatile RGB LED lighting tubes which are
just 10" long and feature built-in batteries for
very easy operation.  Magnetic mounts are
built into the fixtures for easy mounting and
spigot mounts, clamps and other accessories
are...
Price: £50/day
£150/week

MIXPANEL 150 RGB LED LIGHT
PANEL KIT
Extremely punchy but compact RGB LED light
panel which is larger than a regular 1' x 1'
panel.  This is a fully tuneable colour RGB
source which, like the other lamps in the
Nanlux/Nanlight series,  incorporates gel
simulation and DMX...
Price: £80/day
£240/week

DYNO 650 2X1 RGB LED LIGHT
PANEL KIT
Extremely punchy 2x1 soft LED light panel
(650W power draw) which incorporates gel
simulation and DMX control.  Powerful and soft
with an ultra-wide beam angle with intensifier
lens accessory provided.  In our opinion, the
Dyno Series 650C is,...
Price: £165/day
£495/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650c-rectangular-softbox-4ft/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-softbox-and-grid/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650c-octa-softbox-4ft/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/forza-150-light-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/pavotube-2-kit-wip/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-rgb-light-panel/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650-2x1-light-wip/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LED/COB PANEL LIGHTS

DYNO 650C RECTANGULAR
SOFTBOX 4FT
The Dyno Rectangular Softbox expands the
luminous area of the Dyno fixtures, creating a
beautifully soft illumination.
Designed to fit the Dyno Series, the soft
modifier produces a smooth, even quality of
light. The included eggcrate allows you...
Price: £45/day
£135/week

MIXPANEL 150 SOFTBOX AND
GRID
Specially designed for Nanlite MixPanel 150,
the softbox mounts directly onto the fixture
via touch fasteners and softens the output of
the bright LEDs, and also reduces contrast.
Price: £16/day
£48/week

DYNO 650C OCTA SOFTBOX 4FT
The Dyno Octa Softbox creates beautifully soft
illumination.
Designed to fit the Dyno Series, the soft
modifier produces a smooth, even quality of
light. The included egg crate allows you to
narrow the beam angle and control spill/flare.
Price: £45/day
£135/week

MIXPANEL 150 RGB LED LIGHT
PANEL KIT
Extremely punchy but compact RGB LED light
panel which is larger than a regular 1' x 1'
panel.  This is a fully tuneable colour RGB
source which, like the other lamps in the
Nanlux/Nanlight series,  incorporates gel
simulation and DMX...
Price: £80/day
£240/week

DYNO 650 2X1 RGB LED LIGHT
PANEL KIT
Extremely punchy 2x1 soft LED light panel
(650W power draw) which incorporates gel
simulation and DMX control.  Powerful and soft
with an ultra-wide beam angle with intensifier
lens accessory provided.  In our opinion, the
Dyno Series 650C is,...
Price: £165/day
£495/week

ALL-IN 2 2X1 RGB BI KIT (100W
BI-COLORS / 40W RGB)
A very portable, versatile and flexible 2x1 LED
light panel  (100W Bi-Colors / 40W RGB) which
has a lot of accessories to be used in a wide
manner of applications.
Price: £85/day
£255/week

ALL-IN 1 1X1 RGB BI KIT (50W
BI-COLORS / 20W RGB)
A very portable, versatile and flexible 1x1 LED
light panel (50W Bi-Colors / 20W RGB) which
has a lot of accessories to be used in a wide
manner of applications.
Price: £65/day
£195/week

LITEMAT S2 PLUS 4 LED PANEL
21" X 40" (53CM X 101CM)
Building on the success of the original LiteMat,
with its thin and ultra lightweight housing, soft
colour-correct Hybrid (bi-colour) output, and
convenient mounting options, the S2 LiteMat
takes lighting to the next level. The new
LiteMat+ Plus...
Price: £99/day
£297/week

GEMINI 2'X1' SOFT PANEL LED
WITH GEL SIMULATION AND
DMX CONTROL
The Litepanels Gemini is a 2'x1' LED soft light
with programmable colour temperature, gel
simulation and incorporates lots of fantastic
effects including lightning simulation, police
car light simulation etc.
Price: £131/day
£393/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650c-rectangular-softbox-4ft/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-softbox-and-grid/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650c-octa-softbox-4ft/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-rgb-light-panel/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650-2x1-light-wip/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/all-in-2-2x1-bi-kit-100w-bi-colour/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/all-in-1-bi-kit-50w-bi-colour/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litemat-litemat-hire-london-s2-plus-4-led-panel-21-x-40-53cm-x-101cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-gemini-hire-london-2x1-soft-panel-led-with-gel-simulation-and-dmx-control/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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GEMINI 1'X1' SOFT PANEL LED
WITH GEL SIMULATION AND
DMX CONTROL
The Litepanels Gemini is a 1'x1' LED soft light
with programmable colour temperature, gel
simulation and incorporates a myriad of useful
effects including lightning simulation, police
car light etc.
Price: £82/day
£246/week

LITEMAT S2 PLUS 2L LED PANEL
11.5" X 40" (29CM X 101CM)
Building on the success of the original LiteMat,
with its thin and ultra lightweight housing, soft
colour-correct Hybrid (bi-colour) output, and
convenient mounting options, the S2 LiteMat
takes lighting to the next level. The new S2
LiteMat is...
Price: £77/day
£231/week

EYE LITE LED TOP LIGHT
The Aladdin Eye-Lite is a basic bi colour on-
board light with integrated battery and noga
arm.
Price: £22/day
£66/week

A LITE LED TOP LIGHT (BI-COL)
The Aladdin A-Lite is a high end bi colour on-
board light with integrated battery and noga
arm.
Price: £33/day
£99/week

FLEXIBLE 2' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED) FL-1200
This is a unique type of LED light technology
which uses bi-colour technology, a similar size
and shape as the familiar 2x1 litepanel with a
high light output, whilst being used in the
supplied X-mount frame.  Very light makes it
ideally...
Price: £82/day
£246/week

R3320C LARGE RINGLIGHT
The LEDGO R320C Ring Light is large battery
operated bi-colour ringlight but its large
internal ring diameter of 305mm making it
suitable for all film lenses.  It mounts on
15mm bars or can be handheld or stand-
mounted and can be used as a...
Price: £38/day
£114/week

R300S RINGLIGHT
The R300 Ring Light is a simple daylight ring
light which can be used as a beauty light and
includes 3 x batteries and a charger, though it
can also be powered from the camera using a
D-Tap output.
Price: £38/day
£114/week

ASTRA 6X 1' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED)
High output 1'x1' variable bi-colour LED
dimmable litepanel kit.  Near silent and flicker-
free operation.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

FLEXIBLE DOUBLE 1' X 1' BI-COL
LIGHT PANEL (LED)
This is a unique type of LED light technology
which uses bi-colour technology, a similar size
and shape as the familiar 1x1 litepanel with
twice its output at a 60W draw, whilst being
used in the supplied X-mount frame.
Price: £104/day
£312/week

ASTRA 4X 1' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED)
High output 1'x1' variable bi-colour LED
dimmable litepanel kit.  Near silent and flicker-
free operation.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

LP 5.5" MICROPRO TOP LIGHT
(LED)
Professional camera-top LED light that runs off
6 x AA batteries or D-tap power. This consists
of a lattice of 64 x low power dimmable LED
lights makes this a soft low power on-camera
light.
Price: £28/day
£84/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-gemini-hire-london-1x1-soft-panel-led-with-gel-simulation-and-dmx-control/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litemat-litemat-hire-london-s2-plus-2l-led-panel-115-x-40-29cm-x-101cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aladdin-eye-hire-london-lite-led-top-light/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aladdin-a-hire-london-lite-led-top-light-bi-col/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fomex-flexible-hire-london-2-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led-fl-1200/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/ledgo-r3320c-hire-london-large-ringlight/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/f-and-v-r300s-hire-london-ringlight/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-astra-hire-london-6x-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fomex-flexible-hire-london-double-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-astra-hire-london-4x-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-lp-hire-london-55-micropro-top-light-led/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LED/COB SPOT LIGHTS

FORZA 150B BI-COLOUR LED
Comprehensive, lightweight, bi-colour portable
LED 150W punchy spotlight. With Fresnel,
Barn doors and 55º reflector.
Optional softbox, 19º & 36º Projection
Attachments, and Gobos are all available on
request at an additional cost.
Price: £40/day
£120/week

EVOKE 1200 LED SPOTLIGHT
An extraordinarily punchy LED COP spotlight
with an output comparative with an ARRI M18
HMI, whilst only drawing 1.2KW (50% less
power).  A massive Fresnel lens, makes for a
very bright source too and when used in
conjunction with the huge 4’...
Price: £142/day
£426/week

LIGHT STORM LS1200D PRO
DAYLIGHT LED
The most powerful Aputure LED COB fixture
with Bowen mount compatible with a huge
number of Aputure lighting accessories.  Note
that this is a white light (5600K) lighting
fixture only.
Price: £110/day
£330/week

3 X LIGHT KIT DLED7 BI-
COLOUR 90W KIT
Compact 3 x super-bright (90W) ENG light kit
powerable by mains or 12V and much more
powerful than the smaller 40W heads.
Price: £121/day
£363/week

LIGHT STORM LS600D PRO
DAYLIGHT LED
A professional and robust LED fixture (5600K
daylight only).
Larger and higher power version of the Light
Storm LS300D.  Increased power output, a
weather-resistant construction, a wide variety
of power options, and professional level...
Price: £93/day
£279/week

LIGHT STORM LS300D II WITH
FRESNEL LENS
A professional and robust LED fixture (5500K
daylight only) which combines high light
output with outstanding light quality based is
a rugged and durable construction and is
supplied complete with Light Storm LS300D
with fresnel lens.
The...
Price: £71/day
£213/week

LIGHT STORM LS300D WITH
FRESNEL LENS
A professional and robust LED fixture (5500K
daylight only) which combines high light
output with outstanding light quality based is
a rugged and durable construction and is
supplied complete with Light Storm LS300D
with fresnel lens.
It...
Price: £71/day
£213/week

REDZILLA FOCUSABLE IR LED
LIGHT 960NM
Professional focusable Infra Red (IR) LED
working at 960nm 'dark' light works in the
military spectrum and is totally invisible to
humans and animals and used for serveillance
and wildlife observation and which also runs
off supplied batteries.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

REDZILLA FOCUSABLE IR LED
LIGHT 860NM
Professional focusable Infra Red (IR) LED
working at 860nm 'dark' light works in the
military spectrum and is almost invisible to
humans and animals and used for serveillance
and wildlife observation and which also runs
off supplied batteries.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/forza-150-light-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/evoke-1200-led-spotlight/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls1200d-pro-daylight-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/3-x-light-kit-dled7-bi-colour-90w-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls600d-pro-daylight-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-ii-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-redzilla-hire-london-focusable-ir-led-light-960nm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-redzilla-hire-london-focusable-ir-led-light-860nm/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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DAYLIGHT DOUBLE REDHEAD
LED KIT
The Photon Beard Daylight Double Redhead
LED kit is a modern version of an old favourite
in a super-convenient custom rolling flight
case which is both mains and battery powered
and works in tungsten or daylight colour
temperature. Double battery...
Price: £58/day
£174/week

P360 3 X LED TRAVEL LIGHTING
KIT
The Fiilex P360 LED ENG lighting kit offers a
punchy varable colour, focussable and
dimmable ENG light in an extremely compact
and portable 3 x light kit complete with
stands, softboxes and powerable from mains
or battery.
Price: £71/day
£213/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/photon-beard-daylight-hire-london-double-redhead-led-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fiilex-p360-hire-london-3-x-led-travel-lighting-kit/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LED TUBE LIGHTS

PAVOTUBE 2 X 10" 6C
PORTABLE LED RGB LIGHTING
TUBES
2 x versatile RGB LED lighting tubes which are
just 10" long and feature built-in batteries for
very easy operation.  Magnetic mounts are
built into the fixtures for easy mounting and
spigot mounts, clamps and other accessories
are...
Price: £50/day
£150/week

8 X TITAN TUBE KIT (ASTERA)
The Titan Tube is a specially designed
programmable, multi-colour tube light,
designed for the Film and TV industry.
Price: £262/day
£786/week

5900 ICE LIGHT 2
An ultra-portable, battery operated, handheld
daylight LED.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/pavotube-2-kit-wip/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/astera-8-hire-london-x-titan-tube-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/westcott-5900-hire-london-ice-light-2/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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CHROMAKEY

CHROMA KEY BACKDROP
GREEN 7'X6'
7'x6' pop-up Chroma-key backdrop. Lastolite
7x6' green reflector with holders and stands.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

CHROMA KEY BACKDROP BLUE
9'X6'
Lastolight free standing 9x6' blue reflector.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

8X8 TRACE, CHROMA KEY AND
BOUNCE BOARD
Versatile 8x8' Inflatable frame including white
bounce, white grid (F2), 3 x silks, soft silver
and green chroma key covers. Above all, it
makes an excellent 8x8 silk for 1.2K punch
through for creating a large soft light source.
Easy...
Price: £47/day
£141/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-chroma-hire-london-key-backdrop-green-7x6/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-chroma-hire-london-key-backdrop-blue-10x6/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fit-frame-8x8-hire-london-trace-chroma-key-and-bounce-board/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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HMI/MSR

1.2KW MSR ULTRA-FLICKER
FREE (1000FPS+)
1.2KW MSR complete with lens, stand, ballast
and jumper plus 8m (25') cable and supplied
with super flicker-free ballast to shoot slow
motion at frame rates of 1000fps and higher
without flicker.
Price: £129/day
£387/week

575W MSR FLICKER FREE
575K MSR complete with lens, stand
and ballast
Price: £71/day
£213/week

M18 1.8KW MSR FLICKER FREE
ARRI M18 1.8KW MSR complete with ballast
and header cable.
Price: £191/day
£573/week

1.2KW HMI 'PLATINUM BLONDE'
FLICKER FREE OPEN FACE
1.2KW HMI open face lamp complete with
ballast and header cable.
Price: £72/day
£216/week

PANAURA BI-COLOUR
OCTODOME 5FT LIGHT KIT
The latest Octodome 5' light kit features a
very large diffusion surface area that produces
a flattering wrap-around, soft light. The
PanAura is extremely flat, making it ideal for
work in confined spaces.
Price: £104/day
£312/week

1.2KW MSR FLICKER FREE
1.2KW MSR complete with lens, stand, ballast
and header cable.
Price: £81/day
£243/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/arri-12kw-hire-london-msr-ultra-flicker-free-1000fps/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/arri-575w-hire-london-msr-flicker-free/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/arri-m18-hire-london-18kw-msr-flicker-free/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/photon-beard-12kw-hire-london-hmi-platinum-blonde-flicker-free-open-face/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-panaura-hire-london-bi-colour-octodome-5ft-light-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/arri-12kw-hire-london-msr-flicker-free/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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FLUORESCENT

TEGRA 4FT 4 BANK SOFTLIGHT
Kino Flo Tegra 4x4' florescent kit with built-in
ballast unit, complete with C Stand.
Price: £71/day
£213/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/kino-flo-tegra-hire-london-4ft-4-bank-softlight/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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INFRA RED LIGHTS (IR)

REDZILLA FOCUSABLE IR LED
LIGHT 960NM
Professional focusable Infra Red (IR) LED
working at 960nm 'dark' light works in the
military spectrum and is totally invisible to
humans and animals and used for serveillance
and wildlife observation and which also runs
off supplied batteries.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

REDZILLA FOCUSABLE IR LED
LIGHT 860NM
Professional focusable Infra Red (IR) LED
working at 860nm 'dark' light works in the
military spectrum and is almost invisible to
humans and animals and used for serveillance
and wildlife observation and which also runs
off supplied batteries.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-redzilla-hire-london-focusable-ir-led-light-960nm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-redzilla-hire-london-focusable-ir-led-light-860nm/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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SOFTLIGHTS/BEAUTY LIGHTS

DYNO 650C RECTANGULAR
SOFTBOX 4FT
The Dyno Rectangular Softbox expands the
luminous area of the Dyno fixtures, creating a
beautifully soft illumination.
Designed to fit the Dyno Series, the soft
modifier produces a smooth, even quality of
light. The included eggcrate allows you...
Price: £45/day
£135/week

MIXPANEL 150 SOFTBOX AND
GRID
Specially designed for Nanlite MixPanel 150,
the softbox mounts directly onto the fixture
via touch fasteners and softens the output of
the bright LEDs, and also reduces contrast.
Price: £16/day
£48/week

DYNO 650C OCTA SOFTBOX 4FT
The Dyno Octa Softbox creates beautifully soft
illumination.
Designed to fit the Dyno Series, the soft
modifier produces a smooth, even quality of
light. The included egg crate allows you to
narrow the beam angle and control spill/flare.
Price: £45/day
£135/week

MIXPANEL 150 RGB LED LIGHT
PANEL KIT
Extremely punchy but compact RGB LED light
panel which is larger than a regular 1' x 1'
panel.  This is a fully tuneable colour RGB
source which, like the other lamps in the
Nanlux/Nanlight series,  incorporates gel
simulation and DMX...
Price: £80/day
£240/week

DYNO 650 2X1 RGB LED LIGHT
PANEL KIT
Extremely punchy 2x1 soft LED light panel
(650W power draw) which incorporates gel
simulation and DMX control.  Powerful and soft
with an ultra-wide beam angle with intensifier
lens accessory provided.  In our opinion, the
Dyno Series 650C is,...
Price: £165/day
£495/week

EVOKE 1200 LED SPOTLIGHT
An extraordinarily punchy LED COP spotlight
with an output comparative with an ARRI M18
HMI, whilst only drawing 1.2KW (50% less
power).  A massive Fresnel lens, makes for a
very bright source too and when used in
conjunction with the huge 4’...
Price: £142/day
£426/week

LIGHT STORM LS1200D PRO
DAYLIGHT LED
The most powerful Aputure LED COB fixture
with Bowen mount compatible with a huge
number of Aputure lighting accessories.  Note
that this is a white light (5600K) lighting
fixture only.
Price: £110/day
£330/week

LIGHT STORM LS600D PRO
DAYLIGHT LED
A professional and robust LED fixture (5600K
daylight only).
Larger and higher power version of the Light
Storm LS300D.  Increased power output, a
weather-resistant construction, a wide variety
of power options, and professional level...
Price: £93/day
£279/week

LIGHT STORM LS300D II WITH
FRESNEL LENS
A professional and robust LED fixture (5500K
daylight only) which combines high light
output with outstanding light quality based is
a rugged and durable construction and is
supplied complete with Light Storm LS300D
with fresnel lens.
The...
Price: £71/day
£213/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650c-rectangular-softbox-4ft/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-softbox-and-grid/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650c-octa-softbox-4ft/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-rgb-light-panel/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dyno-650-2x1-light-wip/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/evoke-1200-led-spotlight/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls1200d-pro-daylight-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls600d-pro-daylight-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-ii-with-fresnel-lens/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LITEMAT S2 PLUS 4 LED PANEL
21" X 40" (53CM X 101CM)
Building on the success of the original LiteMat,
with its thin and ultra lightweight housing, soft
colour-correct Hybrid (bi-colour) output, and
convenient mounting options, the S2 LiteMat
takes lighting to the next level. The new
LiteMat+ Plus...
Price: £99/day
£297/week

8 X TITAN TUBE KIT (ASTERA)
The Titan Tube is a specially designed
programmable, multi-colour tube light,
designed for the Film and TV industry.
Price: £262/day
£786/week

GEMINI 2'X1' SOFT PANEL LED
WITH GEL SIMULATION AND
DMX CONTROL
The Litepanels Gemini is a 2'x1' LED soft light
with programmable colour temperature, gel
simulation and incorporates lots of fantastic
effects including lightning simulation, police
car light simulation etc.
Price: £131/day
£393/week

GEMINI 1'X1' SOFT PANEL LED
WITH GEL SIMULATION AND
DMX CONTROL
The Litepanels Gemini is a 1'x1' LED soft light
with programmable colour temperature, gel
simulation and incorporates a myriad of useful
effects including lightning simulation, police
car light etc.
Price: £82/day
£246/week

LITEMAT S2 PLUS 2L LED PANEL
11.5" X 40" (29CM X 101CM)
Building on the success of the original LiteMat,
with its thin and ultra lightweight housing, soft
colour-correct Hybrid (bi-colour) output, and
convenient mounting options, the S2 LiteMat
takes lighting to the next level. The new S2
LiteMat is...
Price: £77/day
£231/week

LIGHT STORM LS300D WITH
FRESNEL LENS
A professional and robust LED fixture (5500K
daylight only) which combines high light
output with outstanding light quality based is
a rugged and durable construction and is
supplied complete with Light Storm LS300D
with fresnel lens.
It...
Price: £71/day
£213/week

FLEXIBLE 2' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED) FL-1200
This is a unique type of LED light technology
which uses bi-colour technology, a similar size
and shape as the familiar 2x1 litepanel with a
high light output, whilst being used in the
supplied X-mount frame.  Very light makes it
ideally...
Price: £82/day
£246/week

ASTRA 6X 1' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED)
High output 1'x1' variable bi-colour LED
dimmable litepanel kit.  Near silent and flicker-
free operation.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

FLEXIBLE DOUBLE 1' X 1' BI-COL
LIGHT PANEL (LED)
This is a unique type of LED light technology
which uses bi-colour technology, a similar size
and shape as the familiar 1x1 litepanel with
twice its output at a 60W draw, whilst being
used in the supplied X-mount frame.
Price: £104/day
£312/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litemat-litemat-hire-london-s2-plus-4-led-panel-21-x-40-53cm-x-101cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/astera-8-hire-london-x-titan-tube-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-gemini-hire-london-2x1-soft-panel-led-with-gel-simulation-and-dmx-control/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-gemini-hire-london-1x1-soft-panel-led-with-gel-simulation-and-dmx-control/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litemat-litemat-hire-london-s2-plus-2l-led-panel-115-x-40-29cm-x-101cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fomex-flexible-hire-london-2-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led-fl-1200/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-astra-hire-london-6x-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fomex-flexible-hire-london-double-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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PANAURA BI-COLOUR
OCTODOME 5FT LIGHT KIT
The latest Octodome 5' light kit features a
very large diffusion surface area that produces
a flattering wrap-around, soft light. The
PanAura is extremely flat, making it ideal for
work in confined spaces.
Price: £104/day
£312/week

ASTRA 4X 1' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED)
High output 1'x1' variable bi-colour LED
dimmable litepanel kit.  Near silent and flicker-
free operation.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

TEGRA 4FT 4 BANK SOFTLIGHT
Kino Flo Tegra 4x4' florescent kit with built-in
ballast unit, complete with C Stand.
Price: £71/day
£213/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-panaura-hire-london-bi-colour-octodome-5ft-light-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-astra-hire-london-4x-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/kino-flo-tegra-hire-london-4ft-4-bank-softlight/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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BATTERY POWERED LIGHTS

MIXPANEL 150 SOFTBOX AND
GRID
Specially designed for Nanlite MixPanel 150,
the softbox mounts directly onto the fixture
via touch fasteners and softens the output of
the bright LEDs, and also reduces contrast.
Price: £16/day
£48/week

FORZA 150B BI-COLOUR LED
Comprehensive, lightweight, bi-colour portable
LED 150W punchy spotlight. With Fresnel,
Barn doors and 55º reflector.
Optional softbox, 19º & 36º Projection
Attachments, and Gobos are all available on
request at an additional cost.
Price: £40/day
£120/week

PAVOTUBE 2 X 10" 6C
PORTABLE LED RGB LIGHTING
TUBES
2 x versatile RGB LED lighting tubes which are
just 10" long and feature built-in batteries for
very easy operation.  Magnetic mounts are
built into the fixtures for easy mounting and
spigot mounts, clamps and other accessories
are...
Price: £50/day
£150/week

MIXPANEL 150 RGB LED LIGHT
PANEL KIT
Extremely punchy but compact RGB LED light
panel which is larger than a regular 1' x 1'
panel.  This is a fully tuneable colour RGB
source which, like the other lamps in the
Nanlux/Nanlight series,  incorporates gel
simulation and DMX...
Price: £80/day
£240/week

ALL-IN 2 2X1 RGB BI KIT (100W
BI-COLORS / 40W RGB)
A very portable, versatile and flexible 2x1 LED
light panel  (100W Bi-Colors / 40W RGB) which
has a lot of accessories to be used in a wide
manner of applications.
Price: £85/day
£255/week

ALL-IN 1 1X1 RGB BI KIT (50W
BI-COLORS / 20W RGB)
A very portable, versatile and flexible 1x1 LED
light panel (50W Bi-Colors / 20W RGB) which
has a lot of accessories to be used in a wide
manner of applications.
Price: £65/day
£195/week

LIGHT STORM LS1200D PRO
DAYLIGHT LED
The most powerful Aputure LED COB fixture
with Bowen mount compatible with a huge
number of Aputure lighting accessories.  Note
that this is a white light (5600K) lighting
fixture only.
Price: £110/day
£330/week

3 X LIGHT KIT DLED7 BI-
COLOUR 90W KIT
Compact 3 x super-bright (90W) ENG light kit
powerable by mains or 12V and much more
powerful than the smaller 40W heads.
Price: £121/day
£363/week

LIGHT STORM LS600D PRO
DAYLIGHT LED
A professional and robust LED fixture (5600K
daylight only).
Larger and higher power version of the Light
Storm LS300D.  Increased power output, a
weather-resistant construction, a wide variety
of power options, and professional level...
Price: £93/day
£279/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-softbox-and-grid/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/forza-150-light-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/pavotube-2-kit-wip/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/mixpanel-150-rgb-light-panel/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/all-in-2-2x1-bi-kit-100w-bi-colour/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/all-in-1-bi-kit-50w-bi-colour/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls1200d-pro-daylight-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/3-x-light-kit-dled7-bi-colour-90w-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls600d-pro-daylight-led/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LIGHT STORM LS300D II WITH
FRESNEL LENS
A professional and robust LED fixture (5500K
daylight only) which combines high light
output with outstanding light quality based is
a rugged and durable construction and is
supplied complete with Light Storm LS300D
with fresnel lens.
The...
Price: £71/day
£213/week

LIGHT DOME II (FOR LS300
II/600D)
Soft Box option for Aputure Light Storm
LS300D/II and Aputure Light Storm LS600D
light kit.
This converts the powerful, portable LS300
fixture into a soft light.
Price: £33/day
£99/week

LITEMAT S2 PLUS 4 LED PANEL
21" X 40" (53CM X 101CM)
Building on the success of the original LiteMat,
with its thin and ultra lightweight housing, soft
colour-correct Hybrid (bi-colour) output, and
convenient mounting options, the S2 LiteMat
takes lighting to the next level. The new
LiteMat+ Plus...
Price: £99/day
£297/week

8 X TITAN TUBE KIT (ASTERA)
The Titan Tube is a specially designed
programmable, multi-colour tube light,
designed for the Film and TV industry.
Price: £262/day
£786/week

GEMINI 2'X1' SOFT PANEL LED
WITH GEL SIMULATION AND
DMX CONTROL
The Litepanels Gemini is a 2'x1' LED soft light
with programmable colour temperature, gel
simulation and incorporates lots of fantastic
effects including lightning simulation, police
car light simulation etc.
Price: £131/day
£393/week

GEMINI 1'X1' SOFT PANEL LED
WITH GEL SIMULATION AND
DMX CONTROL
The Litepanels Gemini is a 1'x1' LED soft light
with programmable colour temperature, gel
simulation and incorporates a myriad of useful
effects including lightning simulation, police
car light etc.
Price: £82/day
£246/week

LITEMAT S2 PLUS 2L LED PANEL
11.5" X 40" (29CM X 101CM)
Building on the success of the original LiteMat,
with its thin and ultra lightweight housing, soft
colour-correct Hybrid (bi-colour) output, and
convenient mounting options, the S2 LiteMat
takes lighting to the next level. The new S2
LiteMat is...
Price: £77/day
£231/week

LIGHT STORM LS300D WITH
FRESNEL LENS
A professional and robust LED fixture (5500K
daylight only) which combines high light
output with outstanding light quality based is
a rugged and durable construction and is
supplied complete with Light Storm LS300D
with fresnel lens.
It...
Price: £71/day
£213/week

EYE LITE LED TOP LIGHT
The Aladdin Eye-Lite is a basic bi colour on-
board light with integrated battery and noga
arm.
Price: £22/day
£66/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-ii-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-dome-ii/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-ii-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-ii-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls600d-pro-daylight-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litemat-litemat-hire-london-s2-plus-4-led-panel-21-x-40-53cm-x-101cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/astera-8-hire-london-x-titan-tube-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-gemini-hire-london-2x1-soft-panel-led-with-gel-simulation-and-dmx-control/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-gemini-hire-london-1x1-soft-panel-led-with-gel-simulation-and-dmx-control/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litemat-litemat-hire-london-s2-plus-2l-led-panel-115-x-40-29cm-x-101cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aladdin-eye-hire-london-lite-led-top-light/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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A LITE LED TOP LIGHT (BI-COL)
The Aladdin A-Lite is a high end bi colour on-
board light with integrated battery and noga
arm.
Price: £33/day
£99/week

5900 ICE LIGHT 2
An ultra-portable, battery operated, handheld
daylight LED.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

FLEXIBLE 2' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED) FL-1200
This is a unique type of LED light technology
which uses bi-colour technology, a similar size
and shape as the familiar 2x1 litepanel with a
high light output, whilst being used in the
supplied X-mount frame.  Very light makes it
ideally...
Price: £82/day
£246/week

R3320C LARGE RINGLIGHT
The LEDGO R320C Ring Light is large battery
operated bi-colour ringlight but its large
internal ring diameter of 305mm making it
suitable for all film lenses.  It mounts on
15mm bars or can be handheld or stand-
mounted and can be used as a...
Price: £38/day
£114/week

R300S RINGLIGHT
The R300 Ring Light is a simple daylight ring
light which can be used as a beauty light and
includes 3 x batteries and a charger, though it
can also be powered from the camera using a
D-Tap output.
Price: £38/day
£114/week

ASTRA 6X 1' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED)
High output 1'x1' variable bi-colour LED
dimmable litepanel kit.  Near silent and flicker-
free operation.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

FLEXIBLE DOUBLE 1' X 1' BI-COL
LIGHT PANEL (LED)
This is a unique type of LED light technology
which uses bi-colour technology, a similar size
and shape as the familiar 1x1 litepanel with
twice its output at a 60W draw, whilst being
used in the supplied X-mount frame.
Price: £104/day
£312/week

REDZILLA FOCUSABLE IR LED
LIGHT 960NM
Professional focusable Infra Red (IR) LED
working at 960nm 'dark' light works in the
military spectrum and is totally invisible to
humans and animals and used for serveillance
and wildlife observation and which also runs
off supplied batteries.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

REDZILLA FOCUSABLE IR LED
LIGHT 860NM
Professional focusable Infra Red (IR) LED
working at 860nm 'dark' light works in the
military spectrum and is almost invisible to
humans and animals and used for serveillance
and wildlife observation and which also runs
off supplied batteries.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

DAYLIGHT DOUBLE REDHEAD
LED KIT
The Photon Beard Daylight Double Redhead
LED kit is a modern version of an old favourite
in a super-convenient custom rolling flight
case which is both mains and battery powered
and works in tungsten or daylight colour
temperature. Double battery...
Price: £58/day
£174/week

ASTRA 4X 1' X 1' BI-COL LIGHT
PANEL (LED)
High output 1'x1' variable bi-colour LED
dimmable litepanel kit.  Near silent and flicker-
free operation.
Price: £55/day
£165/week

P360 3 X LED TRAVEL LIGHTING
KIT
The Fiilex P360 LED ENG lighting kit offers a
punchy varable colour, focussable and
dimmable ENG light in an extremely compact
and portable 3 x light kit complete with
stands, softboxes and powerable from mains
or battery.
Price: £71/day
£213/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aladdin-a-hire-london-lite-led-top-light-bi-col/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/westcott-5900-hire-london-ice-light-2/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fomex-flexible-hire-london-2-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led-fl-1200/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/ledgo-r3320c-hire-london-large-ringlight/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/f-and-v-r300s-hire-london-ringlight/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-astra-hire-london-6x-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fomex-flexible-hire-london-double-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-redzilla-hire-london-focusable-ir-led-light-960nm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-redzilla-hire-london-focusable-ir-led-light-860nm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/photon-beard-daylight-hire-london-double-redhead-led-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-astra-hire-london-4x-1-x-1-bi-col-light-panel-led/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fiilex-p360-hire-london-3-x-led-travel-lighting-kit/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LP 5.5" MICROPRO TOP LIGHT
(LED)
Professional camera-top LED light that runs off
6 x AA batteries or D-tap power. This consists
of a lattice of 64 x low power dimmable LED
lights makes this a soft low power on-camera
light.
Price: £28/day
£84/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-lp-hire-london-55-micropro-top-light-led/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LIGHT STANDS

JUNIOR COMBI BOOM STAND 50
CHROME STEEL 500CM/197IN
Combination C-stand and boom arm in one
convenient unit with an 8kg payload
capability.
Price: £18/day
£54/week

BLACK ALUMINIUM LIGHT
STAND (COMBO STAND
142-350CM A1035B HEAVY
DUTY ROLLING 30KG PAYLOAD)
The Avenger Combo Alu Stand 35 A1035B is a
heavy duty, black aluminium stand with
3 sections and 2 aluminium risers and is
equally suited to studio and location work.
Price: £5/day
£15/week

MEGA BOOM ARM (3.6M SPAN)
Easy to move and convenient to use.
The Mega Boom Black (stand not included) is
designed with innovative features that make it
easy for to use regardless of its large size.
3.6m Mega Boom Arm with max payload
capacity of 30kg and 6kg at...
Price: £38/day
£114/week

HEAVYWEIGHT SINGLE WINDUP
LIGHT STAND ON WHEELS 1-
STAGE (139- 247CM, 45KG
PAYLOAD)
Heavyweight Single Windup Light Stand on
wheels 1-stage (139- 247cm, 45kg payload)
Price: £11/day
£33/week

TROLLEY WITH 6 X C STANDS 3-
STAGE (134-329CM, 10KG
PAYLOAD)
Trolley with 6 x C stand kits.
Each C Stand is 3-stage (134-329cm, 10kg
payload), complete with knuckle and flag arm.
We recommend these stands for use with all
small lights, up to and including Area 48
lights, 1K and 2K tungsten fixtures...
Price: £48/day
£144/week

C STAND 3-STAGE 20"
(84-170CM, 10KG PAYLOAD)
C Stand 3-stage 20" (84-170cm, 10kg
payload), complete with knuckle and flag arm.
Price: £7/day
£21/week

C STAND 3-STAGE 30"
HEAVYWEIGHT DOUBLE
WINDUP LIGHT STAND ON

HEAVYWEIGHT LIGHT STAND 3-
STAGE (124- 336CM, 9KG
PAYLOAD)
Heavyweight Light Stand 3-stage (124-
336cm, 9kg payload)

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/junior-combi-boom-c-stand/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/avenger-black-hire-london-aluminium-light-stand-combo-stand-142-350cm-a1035b-heavy-duty-rolling-30kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-mega-hire-london-boom-arm-36m-span/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-heavyweight-hire-london-single-windup-light-stand-on-wheels-1-stage-139-247cm-45kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/avenger-trolley-hire-london-with-6-x-c-stands-3-stage-134-329cm-10kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/avenger-c-hire-london-stand-3-stage-20-84-170cm-10kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/avenger-c-hire-london-stand-3-stage-30-134-300cm-10kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-heavyweight-hire-london-double-windup-light-stand-on-wheels-2-stage-167-370cm-30kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-heavyweight-hire-london-light-stand-4-stage-124-336cm-9kg-payload/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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(134-220CM, 10KG PAYLOAD)
C Stand 3-stage (134-220cm, 10kg payload),
complete with knuckle and flag arm.
Price: £7/day
£21/week

WHEELS 2-STAGE (167- 370CM,
30KG PAYLOAD)
Heavyweight Double Windup Light Stand on
wheels 2-stage (167- 370cm, 30kg payload)
Price: £14/day
£42/week

Price: £4/day
£12/week

MEDIUMWEIGHT LIGHT STAND
3-STAGE (101- 237CM, 5KG
PAYLOAD)
Medium-weight Light Stand 3-stage (101-
237cm)
Price: £3/day
£9/week

LIGHTWEIGHT LIGHT STAND 3-
STAGE (75- 211CM) 4KG
PAYLOAD
Small Light Stand 3-stage (75-211cm).
Price: £3/day
£9/week

HEAVY DUTY ROLLING LIGHT
STAND (COMBO STAND 35KG
PAYLOAD)
Heavy Duty Light Stand for mounting large
monitors or large lighting fixtures.
Price: £12/day
£36/week

C STAND 3-STAGE 40"
(134-329CM, 10KG PAYLOAD)
C Stand 3-stage (134-329cm, 10kg payload),
complete with knuckle and flag arm.
Price: £7/day
£21/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-mediumweight-hire-london-light-stand-3-stage-101-237cm-5kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-lightweight-hire-london-light-stand-3-stage-75-211cm-4kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-heavy-hire-london-duty-rolling-light-stand-combo-stand-35kg-payload/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/avenger-c-hire-london-stand-3-stage-40-134-329cm-10kg-payload/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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FIT FRAME, TRACE FRAME, GOALPOST KITS

8'X8' BLACK DRAPE BACKDROP
8' x8' Black Drape backdrop
Required goalpost kit to be hired separately
Price: £30/day
£90/week

SKYLITE RAPID 4X4 TRACE AND
BOUNCE BOARD KIT
The modern environmentally friendly
replacement to the ubiquitous black/white
poly board.
A rigid 4'x4' (1.1m x 1.1m) frame with 4
covers to offer trace and bounce board.
Kit normally supplied with a C Stand complete
with knuckle and flag...
Price: £20/day
£60/week

SKYLITE RAPID 8X8 TRACE AND
BOUNCE BOARD KIT
The modern environmentally friendly
replacement to the ubiquitous black/white
poly board.
A rigid 8'x8' (2m x 2m) frame with 4 covers to
offer trace and bounce board.
Kit normally supplied with a C Stand complete
with knuckle and flag arm...
Price: £25/day
£75/week

GOAL POST KIT FOR
12'X12'/8'X8' BLACK DRAPE
BACKDROP
Goalpost kit for 12'x12'/8'x8' Black Drape kit.
Requires 12'x12'/8'x8' black drape to be hired
separately
Price: £49/day
£147/week

12'X12' BLACK DRAPE
BACKDROP
12' x12' Black Drape backdrop
Required goalpost kit to be hired separately
Price: £33/day
£99/week

GOAL POST KIT FOR 9'
COLORAMA BACKDROP
Goalpost kit for 9' paper Colorama backdrop.
Price: £28/day
£84/week

4X4 TRACE FRAME
4x4' Trace Frame. We can fill with various
strengths of gel at additional charge.
Price: £6/day
£18/week

8X8 TRACE, CHROMA KEY AND
BOUNCE BOARD
Versatile 8x8' Inflatable frame including white
bounce, white grid (F2), 3 x silks, soft silver
and green chroma key covers. Above all, it
makes an excellent 8x8 silk for 1.2K punch
through for creating a large soft light source.
Easy...
Price: £47/day
£141/week

4X4 INFLATABLE TRACE AND
BOUNCE BOARD
Versatile 4x4' Inflatable frame with 6 covers
including white bounce, 3 x silk, soft silver and
blackout covers.
Kit normally supplied with a C Stand complete
with knuckle and flag arm and sandbag as
rentable items at additional cost (not...
Price: £27/day
£81/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/8x8-black-drape-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/4x4-trace-and-bounce-board/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/skylite-rapid-8x8-trace-and-bounce-board-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/goal-hire-london-post-kit-for-12x12-black-drape-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/12x12-hire-london-black-drape-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/goal-hire-london-post-kit-for-9-colorama-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/4x4-hire-london-trace-frame/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fit-frame-8x8-hire-london-trace-chroma-key-and-bounce-board/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fit-frame-4x4-hire-london-inflatable-trace-and-bounce-board/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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LIGHT ACCESSORIES

8'X8' BLACK DRAPE BACKDROP
8' x8' Black Drape backdrop
Required goalpost kit to be hired separately
Price: £30/day
£90/week

SPOTLIGHT MOUNT AND LENS
(19 DEGREES) FOR APUTURE
600D
The Spotlight 19 degree set mount is perfect
for anyone who needs max. Light output and
wants accurate control of light beam; Suitable
for large setup when you need the Light beam
to be strong;  19° Spotlight Mount has twice
the light output of...
Price: £21/day
£63/week

SPOTLIGHT MOUNT AND LENS
(26 DEGREES) FOR APUTURE
600D
The Spotlight 26 degree set mount If both
light output and beam diameter is important
to you.  It has approx. 20% less output than
19° Spotlight Mount; beam diameter approx.
65% of 36° Spotlight Mount. More versatile
comparing to other 2...
Price: £21/day
£63/week

SPOTLIGHT MOUNT AND LENS
(36 DEGREES) FOR APUTURE
600D
Aputure Spotlight Mount Set 36 Degrees for
Aputure 600D.
The Spotlight 36 degree set mount is Perfect
for restricted setup where wide beam of light
is required; @3m distance, it has a beam
diameter of 180cm which is twice as wide as
19°...
Price: £21/day
£63/week

SKYLITE RAPID 4X4 TRACE AND
BOUNCE BOARD KIT
The modern environmentally friendly
replacement to the ubiquitous black/white
poly board.
A rigid 4'x4' (1.1m x 1.1m) frame with 4
covers to offer trace and bounce board.
Kit normally supplied with a C Stand complete
with knuckle and flag...
Price: £20/day
£60/week

SKYLITE RAPID 8X8 TRACE AND
BOUNCE BOARD KIT
The modern environmentally friendly
replacement to the ubiquitous black/white
poly board.
A rigid 8'x8' (2m x 2m) frame with 4 covers to
offer trace and bounce board.
Kit normally supplied with a C Stand complete
with knuckle and flag arm...
Price: £25/day
£75/week

JEMBALL LANTERN 90 WITH
ADJUSTABLE SKIRT
A larger, fully adjustable light box/Jemball to
the classic Aputure Lantern,
This model shares the same diameter as the
original Light Dome II but offers a larger
surface area to provide a softer light and
features a fully adjustable skirt.
Price: £33/day
£99/week

PARALLEL BEAM INTENSIFIER
Dedolight parallel beam attachment for DLED7
Dedo lights, 14 cm diameter.
Increases the light output up to 300%.
Price: £27/day
£81/week

LIGHT DOME II (FOR LS300
II/600D)
Soft Box option for Aputure Light Storm
LS300D/II and Aputure Light Storm LS600D
light kit.
This converts the powerful, portable LS300
fixture into a soft light.
Price: £33/day
£99/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/8x8-black-drape-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/spotlight-mount-and-lens-19-degrees-for-aputure-600d/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/spotlight-mount-and-lens-26-degrees-for-aputure-600d/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/spotlight-mount-36-degrees-for-aputure-600d/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/4x4-trace-and-bounce-board/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/skylite-rapid-8x8-trace-and-bounce-board-kit/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/jemball_lantern_90/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/dedo-parallel-beam-attachment/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-dome-ii/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-ii-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/aputure-light-hire-london-storm-ls300d-ii-with-fresnel-lens/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-storm-ls600d-pro-daylight-led/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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POLYBOARD
8'x4' Polyboards (Black/White). Sold as a
consumable item.  Note that as part of our
net-zero plan, this product will stop being
stocked when reusable sustainable
alternatives (Skylite Rapid Bounce Board)
arrive into stock.
Polyboard holder,...
Price: £0

SUCTION CUP/SUCTION MOUNT
(F1000)
Avenger Suction Cup with Baby Swivel pin
(F1000 Suction Mount)
Price: £8/day
£24/week

POLE CAT 210CM - 370CM
Extendable Pole Cat (auto pole) for mounting
floor to ceiling and for use with mounting
clamps for magic arms, flags, lighting and
cameras.
Price: £11/day
£33/week

POLE CAT 100CM - 170CM
Extendable Pole Cat (auto pole) for mounting
floor to ceiling and for use with mounting
clamps for magic arms, flags, lighting and
cameras.
Price: £11/day
£33/week

SKYLITE RAPID 2X1 REFLECTOR
SYSTEM
Lastolite collapsible 2'x1' reflector system with
rigid aluminium frame and silver/white
reflector and 1.25 stops diffuser in a
convenient travel bag
Price: £25/day
£75/week

GOAL POST KIT FOR
12'X12'/8'X8' BLACK DRAPE
BACKDROP
Goalpost kit for 12'x12'/8'x8' Black Drape kit.
Requires 12'x12'/8'x8' black drape to be hired
separately
Price: £49/day
£147/week

12'X12' BLACK DRAPE
BACKDROP
12' x12' Black Drape backdrop
Required goalpost kit to be hired separately
Price: £33/day
£99/week

CHROMA KEY BACKDROP
GREEN 7'X6'
7'x6' pop-up Chroma-key backdrop. Lastolite
7x6' green reflector with holders and stands.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

NET KIT/SCRIM KIT (6 X FLAGS)
Net/Scrim Kit containing 6 flags, supplied in a
rigidised cordura bag.
2 x 12’ x 18’ (single & double)
2 x 18’ x 24’ (single & double)
2 x 24’ x 36’ (single & double)
C Stands and sandbags are required to...
Price: £20/day
£60/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/polyboard-hire-london/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/avenger-suction-hire-london-cupsuction-mount-f1000/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-pole-hire-london-cat-210cm-370cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-pole-hire-london-cat-100cm-170cm/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-skylight-hire-london-rapid-2x1-reflector-system/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/goal-hire-london-post-kit-for-12x12-black-drape-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/12x12-hire-london-black-drape-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-chroma-hire-london-key-backdrop-green-7x6/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/net-hire-london-kitscrim-kit-6-x-flags/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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38" CIRCULAR REFLECTOR
SILVER/WHITE
Lastolite 38" circular reflector (silver/white)
with holder and stand.
Price: £11/day
£33/week

CHIMERA AND SPEEDRING
(LIGHT BOX)
Chimera light-box cover with appropriate
speedring to fit various lights.  See Additional
info for various types available.
Price: £27/day
£81/week

CHROMA KEY BACKDROP BLUE
9'X6'
Lastolight free standing 9x6' blue reflector.
Price: £44/day
£132/week

LIGHT STAND AND TILT TOP
(FOR MOUNTING MONITORS
AND PERIPHERALS)
Floor-mounted light stand with tilt top allows
monitors and associated peripherals to be
mounted at a useful operable height.
Price: £4/day
£12/week

LASTOLITE HOLDER
Lastolite Holder
Price: £0/day
£0/week

LIGHTING GEL, PER CUT BASIS
Lighting Gel on a cut basis only per m (3ft
length).
Full uncut reels available on request.
Price: £14

POLY BOARD HOLDER
4x4' Polyboards (Black/White). Sold as a
consumable item.
Polyboard holder, C Stand complete with
knuckle and flag arm can ordered as a
rentable item.
Price: £4

GOAL POST KIT FOR 9'
COLORAMA BACKDROP
Goalpost kit for 9' paper Colorama backdrop.
Price: £28/day
£84/week

4X4 TRACE FRAME
4x4' Trace Frame. We can fill with various
strengths of gel at additional charge.
Price: £6/day
£18/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-38-hire-london-circular-reflector-silverwhite/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/chimera-light-hire-london-box-cover/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-chroma-hire-london-key-backdrop-blue-10x6/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/light-hire-london-stand-and-tilt-top/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-hire-london-holder/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lighting-hire-london-gel-per-cut-basis/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/poly-hire-london-board-holder/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/goal-hire-london-post-kit-for-9-colorama-backdrop/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/4x4-hire-london-trace-frame/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv


VMI.TV Ltd
Unit 7 Victoria Industrial Est,
Victoria Road, Acton
London W3 6UU

rentaldesk@vmi.tv
+44 (0)20 8922 1222

8X8 TRACE, CHROMA KEY AND
BOUNCE BOARD
Versatile 8x8' Inflatable frame including white
bounce, white grid (F2), 3 x silks, soft silver
and green chroma key covers. Above all, it
makes an excellent 8x8 silk for 1.2K punch
through for creating a large soft light source.
Easy...
Price: £47/day
£141/week

FLAG KIT (5 X FLAGS)
Flag Kit containing 5 flags, supplied in a
rigidised cordura bag.
Price: £22/day
£66/week

4X4 FLAG FLOPPY
4' x 4' Floppy Flag
C Stands and sandbags are required to mount
this flag
Price: £5/day
£15/week

4X4 INFLATABLE TRACE AND
BOUNCE BOARD
Versatile 4x4' Inflatable frame with 6 covers
including white bounce, 3 x silk, soft silver and
blackout covers.
Kit normally supplied with a C Stand complete
with knuckle and flag arm and sandbag as
rentable items at additional cost (not...
Price: £27/day
£81/week

1' X 1' CHIMERA
Softbox for 1' x 1' litepanel to create an
extremely soft light without any shadows (1x1
litepanel light not included.)
Versions for all 1x1 light variations stocked.
Price: £27/day
£81/week

38" CIRCULAR REFLECTOR 5 IN
1
Lastolite 38" circular reflector 'bottletop' kit
with 5 in 1 kit with silver/white/gold and 2 stop
diffusion.
Price: £11/day
£33/week

2.5K IN-LINE DIMMER
2.5K in-line dimmer.
Price: £12/day
£36/week

38" CIRCULAR REFLECTOR
GOLD/WHITE
Lastolite 38" circular reflector (gold/white)
with holder and stand.
Price: £11/day
£33/week

PRO SUNBOUNCE KIT 4' X 6'
The standard all-purpose reflector: full body or
small group shots for fashion, advertising, film
and TV. The reflector can also throw a
considerable amount of light over long
distances.
Price: £33/day
£99/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fit-frame-8x8-hire-london-trace-chroma-key-and-bounce-board/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/flag-hire-london-kit-4-x-flags/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/4x4-hire-london-flag-floppy/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/fit-frame-4x4-hire-london-inflatable-trace-and-bounce-board/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/litepanel-1-hire-london-x-1-chimera/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-38-hire-london-circular-reflector-5-in-1/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/movie-master-25k-hire-london-in-line-dimmer/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/lastolite-38-hire-london-circular-reflector-goldwhite/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/california-pro-hire-london-sunbounce-kit-4-x-6/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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POLE CAT 150CM - 270CM
Extendable Pole Cat (auto pole) for mounting
floor to ceiling and for use with mounting
clamps for magic arms, flags, lighting and
cameras.
Price: £11/day
£33/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-pole-hire-london-cat-150cm-270cm/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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BOOM ARM

JUNIOR COMBI BOOM STAND 50
CHROME STEEL 500CM/197IN
Combination C-stand and boom arm in one
convenient unit with an 8kg payload
capability.
Price: £18/day
£54/week

D600 MINI BOOM ARM (C
STAND BOOM ARM) (2.2M
SPAN)
The Avenger D600 Mini Boom in chrome
steel is an extremely flexible tool that allows
you to extend or boom over and around your
subject. It has a built-in 2 1/2''grip head that
uses a brake pad to provide easy movements
up or down, superior...
Price: £12/day
£36/week

MEGA BOOM ARM (3.6M SPAN)
Easy to move and convenient to use.
The Mega Boom Black (stand not included) is
designed with innovative features that make it
easy for to use regardless of its large size.
3.6m Mega Boom Arm with max payload
capacity of 30kg and 6kg at...
Price: £38/day
£114/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/junior-combi-boom-c-stand/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/d600-mini-boom-arm-2-2m-span/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/manfrotto-mega-hire-london-boom-arm-36m-span/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv
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POWER CABLES/DISTRO

16A MAINS CABLE WITH 4 WAY
13A DISTRIBUTION BOX
16A Mains Cable with 4 way 13A distribution
box.
Price: £4/day
£12/week

16A MAINS CABLE 4 WAY
DISTRIBUTION BOX WITH 4 X
MCB
16A Mains Cable 4 way distribution box with 4
x MCB
Price: £14/day
£42/week

33M (100') 16A CABLE
33m (100') 16A Cable
(Representative Image only)
Price: £11/day
£33/week

16M (50') 16A CABLE
16m (50') 16A Cable
(Representative Image only)
Price: £6/day
£18/week

8M (25') 16A CABLE
8m (25') 16A Mains Cable.
(Representative Image only)
Price: £3/day
£9/week

5M (15') 16A CABLE
5m (15') 16A Mains Cable.
(Representative Image only)
Price: £2/day
£6/week

16A Y 2-WAY SPLITTER CABLE
16A Y 2-way Splitter Cable
Price: £3/day
£9/week

13A PORTABLE RCD BREAKER
13A Portable RCD Breaker
Price: £0/day
£0/week

16A PORTABLE RCD BREAKER
16A Portable RCD Breaker
Price: £8/day
£24/week

https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/16a-hire-london-mains-cable-with-4-way-13a-distribution-box/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/16a-hire-london-mains-cable-4-way-distribution-box-with-4-x-mcb/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/33m-hire-london-100-16a-cable/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/16m-hire-london-50-16a-cable/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/8m-hire-london-25-16a-cable/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/5m-hire-london-15-16a-cable/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/16a-hire-london-y-2-way-splitter-cable/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/rcd-13a-hire-london-portable-rcd-breaker/
https://uk.vmi20.wearetesting.co.uk/equipment/rcd-16a-hire-london-portable-rcd-breaker/
mailto:rentaldesk@vmi.tv

